
Hybrid Silicon Neural Microelectrode 

Overview:

McGill University is seeking to out-license a neural probe platform employing ultra-thin silicon in conjunction
with optical waveguides, optoelectronic interfaces, porous filter elements, and integrated CMOS circuitry. The
probe enable simultaneous analysis of electrical and chemical activity derived from multiple biomolecular
sensors with porous membrane filters. Such porous silicon and polymer filters provide biomolecular filtering
and optical filtering compatible with post-processing wafers with integrated CMOS electronics.

Characteristics:

 Records the neural electrical activity along with variation of oxygen concentration using an optical sensor
which will result in a significant increase of the information yield;

 Deciphers the nature of information flow and function compared to standard probes that can only record
electrical activities. This represents important advances in exploiting different kinds of information in brain
which can potentially lead to the development of new neural prosthetic devices and brain machine
interfaces useful for restoration of impaired functions.

 Simultaneously measures electrical and biomarker activity;

 Ultra long, reinforced probes suitable for recording activity in deeper regions;

 Flexible manufacturing process enables variable range of size.

Each electrode holds multiple metallic
recording sites to record brain electrical
activity, interconnect traces, and back carrier
area carrying the bonding pads to connect the
probes to external electronics. The optical
biological and chemical sensing part of the
probe consists of a sol-gel derived xerogel
material doped with analyte-specific
recognition elements. The sensor materials
are coated at the end of a polymeric optical
waveguide structure fabricated on the silicon
microelectrode. The waveguide is embedded
inside the silicon microelectrode array to
protect the sensors during surgical
implantation. The polymeric waveguide is
required to send and receive the optical
signals from the xerogel biochemical sensors.
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